
Reliability you can count on.

Through continuous R&D, scalable manufacturing and rigorous 
testing, Trivium provides food manufacturers with distinctive, 
high-quality and 100% infinitely recyclable metal packaging that 
helps your brands stand out.

Food Cans

Cans from Trivium deliver

Don't see the size or shape that you're looking for in our 
standard ranges? Contact us to discuss your custom needs.

- Consistent quality to protect and preserve your products

- Reliable, on-time production without defects so you can
keep your business operating at full capacity

- Convenient opening solutions consumers look for

Our cans are available in a comprehensive range of 
diameters, heights and internal and external coatings. Our 
offering includes multi- and single-serve use, as well as 
microwavable cans. Standard diameters range from 202 to 
603 and heights from 105.7 to 700.

triviumpackaging.com

Diameter
202 - 603 105.7 - 700 

Height Coatings

Trivium is the pioneer in DWI technology. This manufacturing 
method offers tremendous potential for down gauging of  
material, bringing both financial and environmental benefits. 
We apply either two-piece (DWI) or three-piece technology  
and we also offer a ‘Drawn Re-drawn (‘DRD’) technology  
for cans of a smaller diameter. Trivium operates several DWI  
plants across Europe and new, state-of-the-art DWI  
canmaking facilities in the USA.

Using blow molding or mechanical expansion technologies, we 
offer shelf-differentiating shapes to help your brand stand out.

Our technology:



triviumpackaging.com

Even ads featuring environmentally friendly packaging have shown  
a significant increase in click-through rates.

Source1 : www.cancentral.com/foodcans

The numbers don't lie. 
Your customers are looking for sustainable materials.

Sustainability matters.
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Recycling ONE STEEL 
CAN conserves enough 
energy to watch a 

Study conducted by the Boston Consulting Group (n=15,620)
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harmful packaging
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